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Love how you work.

At Steelcase we bring human insight to business by studying how people 
work, wherever they work. Those insights can help organisations achieve  
a higher level of performance, by creating places that unlock the promise  
of their people. Our goal is to help them create spaces that support how  
they work. Our passion is to help them love how they work.

Table of content

ExPRESS PROGRAMME
The selection among our best sellers to answer  
your urgent needs in terms of office solutions. 

* Not available in the UK.
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5 WELLBEING @ WORK

The issue of wellbeing at work is increasingly significant and it is 

larger than just physical wellbeing and ergonomics. It’s time to start 

thinking about what it takes to create an environment designed for 

the holistic wellbeing of the people who work there. 

REAL ESTATE OPTIMISATION

The real estate that an organisation owns has to be fully optimised 

in a way that supports the way their people work now, while also 

maximising their investment.

ENhANCE COLLABORATION

Collaboration is the way innovation is achieved. Provide the right 

spaces and tools to enhance face to face as well as distant 

collaboration is key for globally distributed teams.

ATTRACT, DEVELOP, ENGAGE

Rapid innovation is more important than ever to differentiate and 

stay competitive. New skills are needed, therefore it’s critical to have 

the right talents, who are highly motivated. The workplace can help 

offer the choice and control employees crave.

BUILD BRAND AND CULTURE

Brand has become critically important to organisations.  

A brand is your reputation and reputation is formed by the 

behaviour of people in your organisations. If we want to  

live our brand we have to live IN our brand in the workplace.

A fundamental shift has occurred in our world and the ways we work, and 
it’s one that has profound impact on the places and spaces where we work. 

We believe that the workplace is more important than ever before, and that 
it can be a key strategic business tool, but only if it’s designed to support 
the ways people and organisations work today.

As we engage with our customers, we see five key workplace issues that need to be 

addressed to support all of the challenges facing their organisation.

ThE INTERCONNECTED WORLD:
GLOBAL, MOBILE, 24/7

IS yOUR 
WORKPLACE 
READy?
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WE STUDy hOW PEOPLE WORK, WhEREVER WORK hAPPENS.

It’s where our insights come from... and that insight is built into everything 
we do and create.

We use an innovative human-centered design process ensuring that Steelcase 
products offer maximum comfort and support the user in everyday tasks. 

 

Understand

Conduct secondary research

Review market research

Uncover trends & relationships

Conduct primary research

Ask, observe and engage

Shadow, conduct contextual  

 interviews and participatory  

design activities

Share research findings

Discover insights

Create design principles

Visualise concepts

Package findings

Circulate ideas

Build full-scale models

Run simulations

Collect data

Conduct experiments

Provide feedback

Iterate, test and improve

Observe Synthesise Realise Prototype Measure
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WE CAN hELP yOU CREATE AN INTERCONNECTED WORKPLACE.

Is your workplace ready for today’s interconnected world? Workplaces 
designed for an interconnected world offer the right blend of spaces and 
solutions to support the ways people work. It has to include the right 
amount of space for individual “I” work, as well as group “We” work  
and there needs to be a combination of shared and owned spaces. 

The interconnected workplace offers flexibility and can accommodate 
change more effectively. But there is no single solution – each organisation 
is different and each one requires a different blend of spaces.

Steelcase and our dealer partners can deliver the insights and solutions  
that can help you create an interconnected workplace. We use an innovative,  
3-step process to evaluate your workplace needs:

Explore

-  What are the emerging workplace strategies?

-  What are your business strategies?

-  What are your objectives and budget constraints?

-  How do you know if your workplace corresponds to evolving needs?

Plan

-  What are the solutions that address the needs of users today? 

-  How can you visualise potential solutions? 

-  How can you engage your employees?

-  How can we help you maintain optimised space? 

-  What services can we offer to make your job easier? 

-  How can we lower your cost of ownership? 

-  How can we help your workplace evolve?

Provide

-  What solutions can we offer? 

-  What services do we provide? 

-  How can we help with project management? 

-  How will we make your project successful?

I/SHARED EXAMPLES 
Touchdown Spaces 
Enclaves

Resident workstations 
Private offices 
I/OWNED EXAMPLES

Project team spaces 
Shared private offices 

WE/OWNED EXAMPLES

WE/SHARED EXAMPLES 
Training rooms 

Collaborative spaces 
Cafe spaces
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Environmental Product 
Declaration

An environmental declaration according
to the objectives of ISO/TR 14025.

A presentation of the Life Cycle Assessment 
results (ISO 14040 / 14044) based on the 
2010 recommendations of the European 
Commission.

Product Description

Reply task chair range offers two alternative styles to maximise choice in terms 
of design and functionality: Reply & Reply Air. The range is designed to provide 
four major benefits: “customisation”, “comfort”, “simplicity” and “sustainability”.

The model chosen for analysis is the most frequently ordered one (Reply Air, 
reference 466 160 MT) from the Reply range.

Standard features on this model include:
- Synchronised mechanism
- Seat height adjustment
- Height adjustable armrests
- Mesh Backrest : Air 
- Seat upholstery: Atlantic
- Tilt tension adjustment 
- Multi-position backrest lock 
- Castors ø50mm

Manufacturer

Reply is manufactured in Sarrebourg, France, by Steelcase, for the EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa) market. 
It is also manufactured in Grand Rapids, Michigan (USA), for the North American Market.

Since 1912, Steelcase has been committed to continually reducing the environmental impacts of its products and  
activities on a global scale, by constantly seeking more effective ways to conserve resources, prevent pollution and  
nurture environmental consciousness in its people every day. 

Steelcase has management systems for quality (ISO 9001) and for the environment (ISO 14001 and/or EMAS II), ensuring 
that our customers are guaranteed the same level of product performance, wherever they are in the world. 

Steelcase has a multi-site PEFC (Program for the Endorsement of Forest Certification schemes) certification for five of its 
production facilities in Europe. The certification acknowledges that the wood used in the products has been sourced from 
forests managed in a sustainable way. In the USA, Steelcase was given the FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) certification.

To show continuous improvements, Steelcase communicates the environmental performance of its products through 
voluntary environmental labels and declarations. Sustainability related actions and results are annually communicated  
in the annual Steelcase Corporate Responsibility report.

For further information see www.steelcase.com
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OUR COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITy.

People. Planet. Profit. We know we are on a journey. Along the way, it is our 
responsibility to care for our planet and its people. As we continue to study, 
learn and share insights, our commitments and accountabilities continue to 
grow in measurable and meaningful ways.

Pioneers in life cycle thinking. In 2000, we were the 1st company in our industry 
to apply a systematic life cycle approach when designing products. 

you require certifications.

We can deliver them.

Ask for our Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs, based on ISO/TR 14025), to find out about  

the products’ impact on CO2 and other environmental impacts.

Thanks to the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) method, Steelcase can quantify the product’s environmental 

impacts to set the stage for further improvements. This method, based on ISO 14040 / 14044, is selected 

by the European Union for environmental evaluation. It allows us to measure the environmental impact of our 

products throughout their lifecycle: materials extraction, production, transportation, use and end of life.

Plants, products and materials.

Visit steelcase.com to discover more about Steelcase’s unique ecodesign strategy.

End of life Materials

Transport

Use
Production

Nursery in Germany
Promote diversity in the workforce

95% reduction in VOC emissions
In-depth analysis of all our materials

Design for easy disassembly, recycling and reuse
Waste reduced by 80% since 2001
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INDIVIDUAL WORK 

Individual working styles are changing.
Since collaboration has risen, places to focus and concentrate become 
more important than ever. While people are involved in partnering with 
others, they also need to work on their own to concentrate, make a phone 
call or create knowledge.

Footprints are shrinking and space is being reconfigured 

more frequently. 

A user needs a place to feel good and be in control of his/her 

work environment: a place to focus and concentrate.

Individual tasks often require an unhealthy prolonged static 

position. To avoid back pain or injury, the body needs to 

be in motion.

All these new work styles and people mobility make it  

a real challenge to keep desks well organised and clean.
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WORKSTATIONS

Individual work is decreasing and space is shrinking. Therefore our workstations 
need to be smarter: more compact, designed to be reconfigured several times  
in their life time, easy adjustable and providing privacy to the user.

c:scape

c:scape accommodates new workplace strategies by supporting shrinking footprints while improving connections, supporting 

collaboration and increasing sharing. 

1 -  With a simple set of components, desk, low storage, mid-storage, Worktools & screens, c:scape is easy to plan with,  

manage and inventory. 

2 -  It offers a wide breadth of applications for the open-plan space as well as the private office. 

3 -  c:scape provides a light and open design, making spaces feel larger than they are. 

Individual Work      

c:scape

c:scape is a powerful system for your office. With only four multifunctional elements (desk, low storage, mid storage  

and screens), it is extremely flexible and can easily be configured for tasking, teaming, and management spaces as well  

as in-between areas.

Customise your level of privacy
with a single screen used at the desk  
or as a modesty panel.
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Kalidro

Kalidro enables you to build a desk that works for your style as well as your activity. And, when you need to switch tasks, 

you can quickly reconfigure Kalidro without interrupting your workflow.

1 - Elegant and understated.

2 - Easy to assemble and reconfigure.

3 - Smart cable management solutions.

4 - Simple to adjust from 680 to 760mm.

Kalidro’s accessories and adjustable height settings make it the perfect individual workstation. It takes a matter of moments  

to select the setup that’s most comfortable and convenient for your work style.

Simple to adjust.
It’s quick and easy to do – just grab the height adjustment tool that’s 
stored in the frame and loosen the screws on each leg.

Call centre.
Kalidro’s versatility also allows you to plan a private space using screens. 
It’s an easy way to create a separate zone for individual activities 
such as manning a call centre.

Individual Work      
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Fusion desks with Think task chairs, Partito Rail and 1+1 
Organisation tools.

Fusion

Fusion is a desking family comprising work surfaces, storage, desk organisation and cable management. This platform system 

covers all office needs from individual to collaborative work. Fusion is flexible and can be assembled and reconfigured quickly.

1 -  A wide family answering all company’s needs for individual and collaborative spaces.

2 -  The colourful storage units are an integral element of Fusion and provide individual or team storage.

3 -  A range supporting extensive cable management solutions. 

4 -  Aesthetic choice between C- or 4-leg. 

Fusion Bench

Fusion Bench is a simple, comprehensive and flexible solution. It combines work surfaces, integrated storage, desk organisation  

and cable management. Fusion Bench provides collaborative as well as individual applications tailored to the user’s needs.

Individual Work      

Fusion Bench with Partito Rail with shelf and Think chairs.Fusion with Partito Screens, 1+1 Organisation tools 
and 32 Seconds chairs.

Fusion with Partito Rails, 1+1 Organisation tools 
and 32 Seconds chairs.
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FrameOne Bench

FrameOne’s clean, simple shape makes it easy to build a larger work surface from several units, like a team bench  

in an open-plan space. 

FrameOne 

FrameOne is a desk designed to be beautiful and functional. Neat design touches will make you proud to own it.

1 - Elegant aesthetic with clean, simple lines and neat design touches.

2 - Packed with smart cable management features.

3 - Easy assembly and reconfiguration.

4 - Offers a height adjustment option from 620 to 900mm.

Individual Work      

With its stylish designer looks, and a wide range of shapes, sizes and finishes 
to choose from, FrameOne is a workstation that’s as individual as you are. 

As their needs change throughout the day, your team will be glad of privacy 
screens, tidy trays and plug-and-play connectors that allow them to hook 
up to power, data and computer equipment at will.
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Movida

Movida is a desk you’ll love. Rounded and welcoming, it’s simplicity itself with few components. It will fit any office. Above all, 

Movida is a smart workstation that fits a budget.

1 -  Rounded and welcoming shapes.

2 -  Designed to share elements.

3 -  Simple planning: few components make it easy to configure and reconfigure.

4 -  Smart workstation that organises cables and today’s essential tools.

Individual Work      

Designed to share
Movida is specially designed to share elements between 
workstations, creating customised workspaces that fit even 
the smallest of budgets.

Activa / Activa Lift 2 

From assembly within seconds to the height adjustment with no tools – the technical details of Activa are a real payoff in the hectic 

reality of every-day office life. Thanks to its modular construction, assembly and reconfiguration costs can be drastically reduced. 

The Activa and Activa Lift 2 desk family with in total seven versions in a single design provides a made to measure, ergonomic 

solution for every requirement and professional cable management at the workplace.

 

1 -  Ergonomics at the workplace: four height versions in a single design.

2 -  highly dynamic: healthy working with active alternation of standing and seated postures with the Lift Desk 

(adjustable from 680 to 1300mm).

3 -  Assembled in seconds: installation, removal or internal reorganisation are simple.

4 -  Activa hides cables from sight: the rigid, telescopic and crank-adjusted desk versions are fitted with a sliding top. 
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The Steelcase high Performance Seating offer incorporates the following 
innovations to protect and support the back during intensive individual work:

- Flexible backrests that track the spinal column and adapt to each user.

- Differentiated thoracic and lumbar support areas.

- Patented seat mechanisms to support and encourage movement.

- high precision in the adjustments of the task chairs.

TASK ChAIRS

you spend 9 years of your life sitting in the office, 8 hours/day, 
230 days/year, over 40 years = 75 000 hours!
Lower back pain is the second largest cause of office absenteeism and 
the number one cause of disability for workers under 45 years of age.

Individual tasks often require an unhealthy prolonged static position.

Ergonomic research has proved that prolonged static position can damage the body by preventing muscles from working, 

stopping the blood from circulating and creating an uneven distribution of weight and pressure on the spine.

To avoid back pain or injury, the body needs to be in motion and the natural ‘S’ shape of the spine

must be properly supported at all times.

Leaning forward Sitting upright Leaning backwards

Leap

Leap is our most ergonomic chair. User tests show it reduces lower back pain, discomfort and musculo-skeletal disorders.

That means it will increase your productivity by allowing you to sit more comfortably for longer. It’s all thanks to Leap’s advanced 

design with innovative features such as a flexible backrest, separate upper and lower back controls and a dynamic seat.

1 -  Flexible backrest with upper and lower parts functioning independently just like your spine and adapts itself to the individual 

morphology of each user.

2 -  Separate upper and lower back controls that can be adjusted to provide full support to any user - regardless of their build - 

even when they recline.

3 -  Dynamic seat that glides forward when you lean backward.

4 -  Increased productivity at work by reducing absenteeism and back pain. Research conducted on a panel of 200 people  

(available on demand).

Individual Work      

Standard 24/7Techno Premium
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Task chair Sled base visitor chair 4 leg visitor chair Sled base visitor chair
new design

Please

Its balance of style and ergonomic excellence, visible through its highly differentiating 2 back-system; 

its versatility and hand-crafted quality make Please something out of the ordinary.

1 -  Amazing level of ergonomic comfort with its unique, patented mechanism LTC2  

(Lumbar Thoracic Cervical). 

2 -  Facilitates task-intensive jobs which involve long periods of sitting and high level of concentration.

3 - Fluid design and exceptional attention to detail. 

4 - Precise and intuitive controls.

Individual Work      

Standard task chair Techno task chair Embossed task chair Sled base visitor chair 4 leg visitor chair

Think

Think is a chair intelligent enough to understand how you sit, and adjust itself intuitively. It’s also a chair thoughtful enough to 

minimise its lifelong impact on the environment.

1 -  Unique weight-activated mechanism that automatically adjusts the backrest tension in response to weight.

2 -  With comfort that lasts and lasts, Think is great for tasks that involve long periods of sitting and high level of concentration.

3 -  Embedded flexors that adapt to even the smallest movements and changes in posture.

4 - 99% recyclable by weight.
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32 Seconds

32 Seconds is a family that adapts perfectly to just about any kind of task. It comes in a wide range of styles  

to fit with your work environment, and has the ergonomic features you need to support any workstyle.

1 -  Effective back support thanks to the innovative combination of the Bow and Uni-Flex. 

2 -  32 Seconds fits the morphology of 97% of the population thanks to its large adjustment scope. 

3 -  Complete family of task and dedicated visitor chairs.

4 -  A wide range of fine finishes: fabric, leather and embossed pattern.

Individual Work      

Amia

The enveloping backrest and textured, refined look of Amia are immediately inviting. And as soon as you sit down in this robust 

yet comfortable chair, you know you’ve found something special.

1 -  90,7% of users in a survey found Amia immediately comfortable (user test carried out on 60 people).

2 -  LiveLumbar™ support: a system of flexors that contour to fit each individual’s spine for continuous lower back support. 

3 -  Special seat foam technology that helps absorb body pressure, giving comfort for everyone.

4 -  A chair that looks great as well as feels great: we’ve taken considerable care to select quality materials and provide  

elegant and stylish finishing.

Task chair
without armrests 

Manager Sled base visitor 4 leg visitor Stackable up to 4Task chair Platinum Task chair black Task chair black
without armrests

4 leg visitor chair black Sled base visitor chair 
Platinum
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Whatever you ask of your chair, Reply can give you the answer:

1 -  Customisation: choose from two different aesthetics - Reply and Reply Air. 

2 -  Real comfort in a simple way.

3 -  Easy adjustability guaranteed. 

4 -  More than a task chair, a seating family that meets the needs of individual and collaborative spaces.

Individual Work      

Reply

A new family of customisable, high-performance seating, which combines choice of aesthetic with real comfort and an easy to use 

ergonomic design.
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PERSONAL STORAGE

Steelcase pedestals are flexible storage systems for your personal effects.
The systems are designed to adapt to all kinds of space, storage 
capacity and mobility requirements.

Individual Work      

high density storage

High density storage is specifically designed to work harder for the user.

1 - With optimised dimensions, it is designed to extend the workstation and help structure individual collaborative spaces. 

2 -  High density storage maintains privacy and enables users to stay focused due to its subtle space division solution. 

3 -  Open, High density storage offers comfort and ergonomy with easy access to everyday materials. Once closed, it leaves  

a perfectly tidy workstation.

Implicit

1 -  The range supports a large number of applications and 

offers a high degree of flexibility. It is available in both 

«standard» and «premium» models which can be used in 

supporting, juxtaposed and mobile configurations.

2 -  Many different items can be secured inside, out of sight 

or stored externally for visibility and quick access.

3 -  The clean, architectural design and the possibility of mixing 

materials, finishes and handles allow it to adapt to any 

style easily.

Moby

Moby is a versatile, mobile storage unit. It can be personalised inside and 

out with accessories that help you to organise your stuff just the way you 

like it. And because Moby’s mobile, you can take it with you and have 

everything you need to hand. 

1 -  Storage that’s configured exactly as you need it.

2 -  An informal meeting point for you and your team.

3 -  A personal office wherever and whenever you find a place to work.

4 -  All your stuff with you in every meeting you attend.PremiumStandard
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Share It

Share It is a solution that pushes back the boundaries of storage delivered through its broad modularity and high design detail,  

it increases both space efficiency and user effectiveness.

1 - Its modularity tangibly improves the structure and performance of space.

2 - It helps users to be efficiently organised.

3 - Its sleek design and broad finishes palette are a motivational factor for users.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL MODULAR STORAGE

Each organisation must find the right balance between privacy and interaction. 
high Performance Storage solutions can facilitate concentrated personal 
work with different heights to divide space and sound-absorbing acoustic 
options.

Universal Storage

Universal Storage has a contemporary style that matches every Steelcase desk range and any office to help you create harmonious 

environments. With countless space planning options it keeps on performing, even when you reorganise your workspace.

1 -  Universal - Select the perfect configuration to match the furniture in your team and personal spaces.

2 -  Functional - Universal Storage offers maximum filing capacity inside-out to support your space planning strategy.

3 -  Robust - Its monobloc frame construction provides exceptional rigidity, which means you can move it, even when fully loaded.

4 - Sustainable - 99% recyclable, PVC free and NF Environnement certification.

FlexBox

FlexBox modular boxes can be used from both sides and structure 

the space. Information and objects are kept within easy reach, without 

cluttering the desk.

Individual Work      
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SPACE DIVISION

Partito lets you create an effective, open-plan layout with remarkable ease. 
With their contemporary design, amazing flexibility and wide variety 
of connection possibilities, Partito Walls, Screens and Rails together 
optimise valuable square metres.

Partito Wall

The visual and physical privacy you establish with Partito Walls means you have your own personal space for working independently 

or sharing your ideas with others.

1 -  Straightforward way of partitioning a room.

2 - Make optimum use of the available space.

3 - Acoustic absorption.

4 - Clever cable management.

Partito Screen

The clear, straight lines combined with the choice of materials and colours help maintain individuality. Partito Screen can incorporate 

accessories like a flat screen monitor support and 1+1 Worktools for efficient organisation of your workspace.

1 -  Visual privacy to support concentration.

2 -  Contemporary and stylish design with many different colours and materials to choose from. 

3 -  Enables customisation by the users, who can add additional items like pen trays, binder holders and letter trays.

Partito Rail

Partito Rail helps to make better use of vertical free space and increases the workstation area. They create virtual boundaries 

between users without isolating. Thanks to different types of infills, users can personalise their own workplace.

1 -  Structural enough to hold several tools such as heavy binders and flat screen arms (up to 40kg in total). 

2 -  Flexible and transversal: it can be used on any desk with a top thickness between 19 to 30mm thanks to universal C-clamps 

sliding uprights.

3 -  Personalisation: fabric infills are magnetic and pinable, and perforated metal slots allow users to display cards or mementos.

Individual Work      
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Worktools

1 -  Solutions for improving comfort and workstation ergonomics.

2 -  Organisation tools that help you manage all the documents and other items that surround you.

3 -  Integrating technology in a way that is ergonomic, space-saving and highly flexible.

Individual Work      

WORKTOOLS

Much more than just a range of accessories, Worktools intelligent 
solutions are designed to make your workspace healthier, more organised 
and better connected, so that you can have a better day at work. Forward Arm 

aluminium
Plurio

platinum
Cricket 

white, green, black
Premium Footrest

charcoal

dash™ 
high performance 

LED light 
scarlet 

1+1 LED Task 
Light, Standard

white, black, platinum

1+1 A4 Letter tray long
light orange / apple green 

ocean blue 

1+1 A4 Letter tray across
light orange / apple green 

ocean blue 

1+1 Binder holder
light orange / apple green 

ocean blue 

1+1 Toolbox
light orange / apple green 

ocean blue 

1+1 Long tray
light orange / apple green 

ocean blue 

1+1 Cable stop
glossy white / glossy grey

hook
glossy white / glossy grey

1+1 Box
matt white / matt grey

1+1 Freestanding 
orgarail

grey

1+1 hanging orgarail
black

1+1 Magnetic
Label holder

1+1 Suspended
fabric folder

light green / light grey

1+1 Foldable shelf
white

Wastepaper basket 
 black

Signage 1/2 A6 
grey

Steelcase
Connecting hub

white 

Vertical CPU sling
silver

Universal CPU support
silver

Mobile CPU support
silver

Comfort

Organisation

Technology
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Working in small teams is more efficient. People prefer to 

collaborate in smaller groups because it is more efficient and 

encourages each member to contribute. 

The growing importance of collaboration in small groups has 

not entirely overshadowed larger meetings. 

Companies need multi-functional areas. 

They expect user-friendly and easily reconfigured solutions for 

conferences, project work or training sessions. 

Some of the best ideas are exchanged in the corridor, 

on the stairs or over a coffee.

COLLABORATIVE WORK

Collaborative working is one of the key business issues. 
New technologies have transformed working life and a growing  
number of organisations recognise that successful collaboration  
enhances performance.
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4.8 four point eight

Simple, light lines and seamlessly integrated technology are core features of this forward-thinking range. 4.8 four point eight is a meeting 

table which integrates technology. Its special shape allows you to see all the participants and the presentation at the same time.

1 -  Perfect comfort wherever you sit: the light, open aluminum structure and central beam minimise the number of table legs 

required for support and optimise user comfort.

2 -  Smart integration of technology: power, data connectivity and cabling for almost any device are integrated into the centre  

of the table, all neatly kept below sliding covers to ensure a clutter-free work surface.

3 -  Space efficiency: 4.8 four point eight is available in a variety of dimensions and can adapt to suit any environment.

Collaborative     Work      

media:scape 

media:scape is a unique solution answering the triple challenge companies face in making their workplaces work better - making 

teams more productive and creative, optimising m2 of collaborative space and providing seamless and instant access to technology 

and information.

1 -  Seamless: it democratises meetings by allowing people to access and share their information, quickly and easily.

2 -  Smart: it’s a unique combination of furniture and easy to use technology.

3 -  Simple: it creates an instant meeting zone by itself, no need for conference rooms.

4 -  Available in 3 heights: lounge, seated and standing height.

The media:scape PUCK 
enables users to switch 
seamlessly to the information 
displayed on their own personal 
laptop to a monitor or projector.

COLLABORATIVE TABLES

Four common ways of collaborating have been identified: working in pairs, 
working in small groups, formal meetings and informal interactions.  
For each of them we have designed the appropriate collaborative tables, 
bringing flexibility, status, technology support and inspiring finishes.
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TalkTime

With simple-handling, efficient storing and a high level of durability and stability, 

TalkTime tables help cut out the difficulties associated with arranging large 

meetings and can speed up room use and improve productivity.

1 - Quick and easy installation.

2 - high stability and durability.

3 - Space efficient storing.

FlipTop Twin

FlipTop Twin is a clever and flexible table for meeting or training rooms.  

It is very intuitive: the top can be flipped from both sides. Once done  

the tables can be stored in a space saving way. 

1 - Quick and easy installation.

2 - Space efficiency.

3 - Integrated cable management solution.

Space efficient storing. No tools or technical knowledge needed. TalkTime’s legs can flip 
up quickly, easily and safely for space efficient storage.

Integrated cable managment.
Pre-assembled electrification allows quick installation 
and easy user access to power. Power connection 
between the tables can be installed easily.

Quick and easy installation. 
FlipTop Twin is 100% symmetric. The top can be flipped to both sides either by hand or foot 
and it can be used from both sides. A tested safety mechanism ensures stability and is easily 
accessible from any angle.
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Kalidro Conferencing

What makes Kalidro Conferencing especially effective is its broad range of meeting tables in various sizes, all featuring universal tops 

of up to 1600 x 1600mm.

 

1 -  Individual colour combinations through corner pieces and contrasting frame.

2 -  Flexible design opportunities through T-connectors and junction elements.

3 -   Smart cable management including cable boxes for table surface.

Fusion Conferencing

Fusion covers the full spectrum of office requirements, including elegant and simple solutions for meeting and conference rooms.

1 -  A family of elements that can be easily adapted to provide a variety of configurations. 

2 -  Fusion’s design and cable management ease the use of laptops and conference call facilities during meetings.

3 -  Shared legs make it easy to build large configurations without compromising valuable square metres.

Movida Conferencing

Create a conference or meeting room in the same style as  

your office with just six basic desktops.

1 -  A welcoming design thanks to its rounded shape.

2 -  Simplicity itself: few components make it easy to  

configure and reconfigure.

3 -  Smart solution that organises cables.

Collaborative     Work      
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We set out to learn how people work and sit in collaborative spaces and discovered three key insights:

- Collaboration takes time; chairs designed for short-term sitting can cause discomfort over time and can drain energy.

- In collaborative spaces people don’t adjust their chairs; they make do.

- People change postures a lot when they collaborate - to follow a conversation.

The Steelcase high Performance Seating offer embraces:

- Chairs that promote movement and are comfortable for long periods.

- Chairs with automatic or easy-to-use adjustments.

- Chairs that support multiple postures (sitting sideways, leaning over the backrest, etc).

- Chairs that enable eye-to-eye and eye-to-information orientation.

But offices are not always designed to support increased collaboration.

COLLABORATIVE SEATING

Over the last decade, the amount of time spent collaborating with others 
in the office has increased. Collaboration takes time and chairs have 
usually been designed for short term sitting. Discover our collaborative 
seating offer giving back comfort and movement to the user for greater 
efficiency.

Leaning forward Eye to eyeSitting upright Leaning backwardsStanding

i2i

i2i chair is designed to let people orient themselves to their fellow collaborators without taking away their focus or sacrificing 

comfort. This collaborative chair supports a variety of postures so people can remain engaged, and stay connected. The innovative 

dual swivel mechanism allows ‘eye-to-eye’ or ‘eye to information’ orientations.

1 -  i2i is free of adjustments.

2 -  Its back features flexing “fingers” that provide comfort and support for different postures.

3 -  The swivel mechanism allows users to: swivel the seat and back together, swivel the back only (staying oriented to others 

while adjusting the posture to reduce fatigue), swivel the seat only (keeping the posture but changing the orientation).

Swivel chair 
with or without automatic return

Swivel chair on mobile base
with or without automatic return

Swivel chair with tablet
with or without automatic return

Lounge table

Collaborative     Work      
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QiVi

QiVi is a complete family of seating and features a pivoting back and sliding seat.

1 -  First ever combination of pivoting back and sliding seat to a visitor chair. 

2 -  It’s a complete visitor family with a high level of comfort for long periods of time. 

3 -  It supports multiple postures and promotes movement. 

4 -  It’s free of adjustment.

Collaborative     Work      

Sliding seat

Pivoting back
follows the motion 
of your back automatically

cobi

The cobi chair was designed to provide comfort in collaborative spaces and was based on observations and 

insights - from the people who matter most.

1 - Encourages a variety of postures: sit centered or off to the side.

2 - One manual adjustment (seat height), the rest is taken care of thanks to the weight activated mechanism.

3 - The chair’s top flexing edge allow users to comfortably rest their arm on top of the chair.

Chair with armrests Chair without armrests Draughtsman chair
with armrests

Conference chair Conference chair
with castors

Sled base 
visitor chair

4 leg visitor chair 4 leg visitor chair
with castors
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Eastside

Welcome your guests with Eastside chair, a visitor chair offering high performance versatility that feels comfortable in any situation. 

Eastside chair is ideal for conferencing, impromptu meeting and collaborative tasks.

1 -  Elegant with its clean, natural lines.

2 -  Comfortable.

3 -  A visitor family fully configurable to the task.

4 -  Stackable up to 6 independently, for use with a dolly, or up to 8 chairs for trolley compatibility.

Collaborative     Work      

Westside

Westside chair is engineered for demanding spaces like informal office areas, cafeterias and hotels where traditional seating falls 

short. A brilliantly simple design offering flexible, robust and comfortable seating.

1 -  Smart, simple design: a single shell with just the right shape, angle and flexibility to provide maximum comfort for the back.

2 -  In the office: supports collaborative work by enabling multiple postures. 

3 -  Out of the office: in spaces like canteens, universities, medical facilities and welcome areas because it’s easy to clean, store 

and move around (for indoor use only).

4 coloursWhite Stackable
dolly: 8, trolley: 15 

With cushion 4 leg chair with 
armrests and castors

4 leg chair with 
armrests

Sled base chair with 
armrests

Eastside Air sled base
Mesh backrest and 
upholstered seat

4 leg chair with 
armrests stackable

up to 6

4 leg chair 
Plain backrest
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media:scape lounge was designed to create collaborative work settings to support teams. It also integrates seamlessly with media:scape. Meetings in small groups often take place in informal environments. Innovative layouts allow people to move around, to work in different postures and interact informally 
with access to media. B Free Lounge solutions help to structure open spaces and to optimise the use of valuable square meters.

media:scape lounge

media:scape lounge is a seating solution which offers an alternative to a traditional sofa for waiting areas. People can move around,  

work in different postures and interact informally. 

1 -  It creates collaborative work settings that support informal team work, especially when used with the low media:scape  

table – lounge height.

2 -  It supports different postures which leads people to more productivity and effectiveness.

3 -  The different elements combined structure space and save square metres; the elements of this range allow for tailor  

made settings.

B Free Lounge

B Free Lounge provides the best answer to supporting informal interactions between people. 

It is a collection of seven simple elements aimed at designing multiple settings.

1 -  Optimise the use of the workspace.

2 -  Foster communication and learning between people.

3 -  Enhance creativity.

Collaborative     Work      

Bix

System of seating and tables for creating a variety of lounge-based 

applications with convenient connections to power, voice and data.
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Storage for personal belongings

These ranges include solutions to store personal belongings which provide users with a sense of ownership. Interchangeable 

cylinders mean users can access every one of their storage units with a single key. This can create a ‘home-office’ feel which frees 

up their mind to concentrate 100% on business.

Universal Storage Wardrobes.
Provides a large array of secure standalone 
wardrobe solutions for personal or shared use.

Storage facilitates the sharing of knowledge

To boost people’s innovative and creative potential, knowledge needs to be shared. This can happen in planned meetings, but increasingly 

occurs spontaneously in informal spaces.

Collaborative     Work      

Share It Meeting Point.
Glass fronts can be written on to create dynamic and interactive areas for meetings. Integrated storage at Meeting Points facilitates easy access to relevant 
information and knowledge.

Share It Lockers.
New technologies are making people more mobile in the office and in their working lives in general. Share It offers secure lockers for dedicated personal storage 
and peace of mind.

COLLABORATIVE STORAGE

Up to 30 minutes / day are wasted searching for information.
36% of users say storage is not adapted to what they need to store.*
70% of ideas are generated while working with someone else.**
* Sources: Steelcase Workplace survey, IPSOS 2007. Countries surveyed: DE, FR, NL, IT, ES, UK

** Sources: US Workplace Survey 2007
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Universal Storage

Universal Storage offers maximum filing capacity inside-out to support your space planning strategy. Stackable units increase your 

storage volume by 20% with no extra floor space needed. You can also mix and match internal fittings to optimise the internal space: 

multifunctional shelves alone or mixed with suspended file frames, reference shelves, card trays, etc. The wide range offered provides 

solutions to organise your documents and worktools efficiently.

Collaborative     Work      

Suspended file frame.
Plenty of easy-to-access space for up to  
3 rows of hanging files.

Stackable unit.
Can be added at any time to optimise the 
storage capacity all the way up to the ceiling.

Interchangeable locks.
A single key to access and secure items in 
different storage units. 100 key numbers 
available.

PVC free.
Tambour doors are in PP (Polypropylene) and have 70% lower impact on global warming than PVC.

high performance filing capacity

Storage optimises your m2 by exploiting traditionally neglected areas of the office. They enable users to increase storage capacity 

within a smaller footprint, thus reducing property costs.
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Mobile Elements

Steelcase offers a range of mobile furniture elements to support data storage and interaction on the move. Easy to roll and adjust, 

and with integrated cabling if required, these elements can be selected in particular colours and finishes to create a coherent 

collaboration environment with tables, chairs, and the H. System shown overleaf.

RoomWizard II

The redesigned RoomWizard II is a web-based room scheduling system that solves the dilemma of connecting workers to 

meeting spaces. It offers an interactive touch screen display providing real-time meeting information, right outside the room. The 

red and green status lights display immediately availability of the space. It can be used in a synchronised mode: RoomWizard II works 

with a variety of calendaring systems including Microsoft® Outlook® and Lotus Notes® or other calendaring systems. So meetings 

can be managed seamlessly on web, via computers or smartphones. 

h. System

The H. System offers large presentation space with a wall mounted rail 

system, against which individuals can attach fixed and movable boards.  

The two layer system increases the use of vertical surfaces by offering 

presentation solutions for digital and print media.

Collaborative work

Basic Presenter Cable Lectern Coat Rail

Flip-Chart Media-Mount FreeWall2 Media-Mount Pin-board

COLLABORATIVE TOOLS

People need instant access to paper-based and digital information in 
order to collaborate with others. They also need to be able to create a 
space that supports interaction, and adapt it according to their needs. 
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MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

The executive management programmes are tailored to respond  
to a manager’s highest expectations.
Be contemporary, keep a status image for the company with a wide 
array of choice in shapes and materials that help you create unique 
environments with timeless elegant design, such is the aim of all 
Steelcase management solutions.

Executive offices should offer contemporary and elegant 

design with perfect craftsmanship and selection of natural 

materials for a high perceived quality.

Multiple shapes and materials allow you to configure 

meeting and conference rooms to the task.

Management seating solutions should provide immediate 

emotional comfort through high quality material and 

elegant finishing.

Sober and discreet integration of media and technology 

offer instant access to power and data whilst preserving the 

elegance of the room.
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P60

P60 offers a differentiating contemporary design. This elegant solution allows managers to ‘feel at home’ 

and to also have a statutory and efficient workspace. 

 

1 - Structure, simplicity and peacefulness.

2 - Various elegant storage solutions.

3 - Multiple cable management and technology options.

4 - Wide choice of finishes and material (glass, leather, wood).

P30

P30 is a comprehensive furniture programme suitable for 

management and close associates, senior managers, clients 

or partners. Its refined style enables it to blend easily into any 

environment.

1 - Quality materials, including wood and glass.

2 - Two different leg styles.

3 - Large choice of panels, pedestals and cupboards.

4 - Effective technical solutions for integrating cables.

P35

P35* stands out through the reunion of nature’s materials and 

craftsmanship. Solid wood and profiled edges are the signature 

of timeless values and traditional know-how. The contemporary 

style of the storage elements offers a perfect aesthetic balance.

* Not available in the UK.

P70

P70 impresses with its simple elegance and intelligent modularity. The excellent quality is reflected in the use of the finest wood 

veneers and stainless steel table legs. 

1 -  A classic desk format suitable for working alone, or for communicating vis-à-vis.

2 - With its tables, pedestals, sideboards and cupboard elements P70 covers the whole spectrum of managerial furniture. 

3 - The modular composition of table and cupboard elements allows numerous customised solutions.

4 -  Integration of audio-visual media in a calm and elegant environment.

Management Solutions
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Leap Executive

Leap Executive has a leather headrest, optional leather armrests and imposing looks that fit well  

in a manager’s office.

1 -  The flexible backrest ensures that the back is always fully supported.

2 -  The separate upper and lower back controls can be adjusted to provide full support to any user.

3 -  The dynamic seat takes the pressure off the lumbar vertebrae when reclining.

4 -  The headrest relieves pressure in the neck.

Please Executive

Please balances comfort, beauty and freedom of movement. Thanks to precise and intuitive 

adjustment controls the chair adapts to the user.

1 -  A patented lumbar thoracic cervical system gives independent support to both your 

upper and lower back regions.

2 -  Precise adjustments: seat height and depth, armrest height, depth and pivot.

3 -  Premium finishes: stitched leather.

4 -   2D headrest: height and pivot.

Management Solutions
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P Conference

P Conference offers a comprehensive and harmonious solution for executive meeting spaces and board rooms. The range allows 

you to meet professional partners in a rich, attractive workplace setting which promotes your brand image.

Meeting solutions for executive areas

P70

P70 offers 7 meeting tables available in several 

sizes. Conferences and presentations, in-house 

or as video conference – P70 has the solution for 

your requirements. 

P30

P30 features a wide variety of meeting tables in 

order to cope with any situation. The constant 

problem of wiring is dealt with in various ways to 

ensure that your visitors do not notice them.

P60

An elegant environment that supports effortless 

collaboration is created by the contemporary 

design approach. Different shapes, sizes and 

materials provide numerous options for meetings 

and interaction with guests.

Collaborative chairs for management areas

Please Conference Think Conference Please Visitor
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WELCOME SOLUTIONS

The welcome area is the first place visitors and employees enter when 
coming into an office.
This first contact with the company is the place where visitors discover  
what makes its culture unique. hospitality is central to the experience,  
but the reception also provides opportunities for helping visitors find their 
way and ensures that waiting time is both comfortable and productive.

Comfortable seating creates a hospitable waiting area,  

a place where visitors have different options for spending their 

waiting time productively.

Open areas enable people to find information, meet  

and exchange informally while in transit.

Electronic connections allow people to gain access 

to networked information and to other people 

in and around the organisation.
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Ripple

It is a uniquely-shaped bench that creates a sculptural and 

playful response to waiting postures available in two versions: 

Snake and Wave.

The shapes, dimensions of the cushions and armrests  

give better comfort.

Fusion Welcome Counter

Fusion offers an intelligent and effective solution for office entrance areas, lobbies or reception counters. A welcome counter can 

easily be attached to a desk and storage units. The result is a smart, colourful and tidy unit giving visitors an attractive welcome  

and all important first impression.

Welcome

Eastside Beam

Eastside Beam seats 2, 3 or 4 can be specified with a tabletop. Eastside Beam, part of the Eastside range, is perfect for your 

reception areas and waiting rooms.
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i2i swivel chairs and lounge table

Includes an innovative dual-swivel mechanism that allows the seat and back to swivel independently or together.

Sidewalk

An extensive furniture solution consisting of chairs, benches, ottomans and tables suitable for public spaces and individual offices.

i2i lounge tableSidewalk tables and Ottoman Sidewalk chair with glass tables

Welcome

i2i swivel
with or without automatic return

i2i swivel on mobile base
with or without automatic return

Sidewalk chair
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How we can make a difference for you.
 
 
We are passionate about unlocking the potential of people at work. It is the fundamental 

principle on which our company was founded in 1912 and remains our focus in the 21st century.

Around the world, we strive to create great experiences wherever work happens, by helping 

you create high performance, sustainable environments that bring people together to focus, 

collaborate, socialise and learn.

We, too, love to learn. We study how work gets done and how great spaces can help and those 

insights are embedded into every product and service we offer.

Our interior architecture, furniture and technology solutions help organisations build their business, 

reflect their brand and support their culture. We have a lot of experience. you can depend of us. 

Our products. Our services. Our people.

N°1 In the office furniture industry

More than 500 Product lines

650 Independant dealers in 850 locations worldwide

80 000 clients served over the past 5 years

10 000 employees worldwide

25 plants

Management systems for Quality (ISO 9000) and for Environment (ISO 14000)

Class A Common shares traded on the NYSE under the symbol SCS


